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Way to the SKA - Introduction

• The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) is the next big thing in cm/m-wave 
radio astronomy. 

• Is envisioned to be built in two phases, the near-term SKA-1 (350M€) circa 
2018-2020, and the much more ambitions SKA-2 sometime after.

• Pre-construction phase design underway in Manchester and elsewhere.
• For more info see www.skatelescope.org in particular the Memo Series (I 

recommend Memo 130 by Dewdney et al. on Phase 1 design issues).
• US not currently participating in SKA pre-construction. NSF unlikely to 

direct fund to this before 2020.
• SKA-1 or 2 does not address ALMA follow-on science, this would benefit 

from a cm-wave focused build-on from (E)VLA and VLBA, the North 
America Array (NAA). See Astro2020 White Paper (Myers et al.) for more.
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All roads seem to lead towards the SKA



Way to the SKA - Status

• Although the NRAO (nor the US) is not an official member of the Square 
Kilometre Array (SKA), we are operating one of the largest Pathfinders 
(JanskyVLA) and have significant scientific and operational interests in 
future arrays.

• For Astro2010, NRAO and the other members of the US SKA 
Consortium submitted a number of white papers, including ones for the 
SKA program (mainly SKA-mid), the North America Array (NAA, a SKA-
high), and the Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization Array (HERA, a SKA-low). 
The proposal for NAA was led by NRAO (Myers et al.).

• The NRAO participates in low-frequency projects such as PAPER and 
LWA and is developing new low-frequency capabilities for the VLA.

• For the remainder of the decade we will continue these efforts, pushing 
ahead where funding and opportunities permit, aiming at Astro2020.
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Starting Point for the discussion



The SKA Phase I

• I could find no publicly available formal SKA (Phase 1) computing or 
software requirements (under development in SKA Pre-construction).

• The fundamental issue is whether current software (both algorithms, and 
platform implementations) will scale to the Phase-1 SKA (and beyond).

• For our purposes, the Phase-1 SKA (now under pre-construction 
development) is given by SKA Memos 125 and 130 (from 2010):
– Science goals: Hydrogen in the Universe + Pulsars
– Dish Array: 250 15m dishes, 0.45-1 and 1-2 GHz (goal 0.45-3GHz), 

~104 channels, baselines to 500m/2.5km/100km (50%/20%/30%)
– Sparse Aperture Array: 70-450 MHz, 50 stations, 11,200 antennas per 

station, same baselines as dish array. Station diameter 180m (each 
station is a dense packed AA).

– For comparision, NAA is ~10xVLA = 250 25m or 1000 12m
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The Elephant in the Room. Or a Gorilla?



Issues: Scaling the Problem?

• Straw-array: 250 elements, 104 channels: cf. VLA 25 elements, 103 channels 
in normal continuum observing.  SKA-1 = x100 baselines x10 chans vs.VLA

• Raw data rates: 1000x (e.g. 25GB/s rather than 25MB/s = 90TB/hr)
• Image sizes: ~3 x 100km/15m = 20000 (400Mpix) to just image the PB 

FWHM at full resolution. At these low frequencies need to image out to 
first sidelobes at least! ~10x more = 4Gpix. For VLA 3x36km/25m = 4400 
(20Mpix), or 20x less. Note you can think of making an image per second 
for some fast transient studies = LSST scale “big data” problem! And that’s 
a single spectral channel. Cube of 104 channels = 40 Tpix!!!

• Survey Speed: 250 x 15m versus 25 x 25m, survey speed (area covered per 
unit time at flux density) goes as (N x D)2 so SKA-1 is ~36x faster than 
the VLA., and goes 6x deeper in the same per area. Thus it will be even 
more challenged for high dynamic range imaging than the VLA at 1-2 GHz.
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Dish Array Only! Low-Frequency AA hurts…



Issues: Scaling the Solution??

• The Big Question: Will CASA “scale” to SKA-1 sized problems (assuming a 
suitable scaling of computing resources)?

• The Short Answer: Probably not really 
• The Longer Answer: Maybe. Data rate/sizes in 100-1000x, image sizes out 

20x bigger (continuum) or 200x bigger (line cube). I/O rates could be 
handled for shallow wide surveys with clusters 100-1000x larger with 
massively parallel I/O. Imaging 10x more channels with 20x larger images 
probably not that big a deal given the above. Higher dynamic range issues 
will need more compute load per unit I/O (see Sanjay’s Algorithm talk).

• Additional pressures/issues:
– Might want “real-time” dynamic imaging for transient event ID
– Will want strong “pipelining”, need quality control. Visualization?
– Uh, that’s for the dish array. What about the low-freq aperture arrays??
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Dish Array Only! Don’t want to think about AAs…



Future Path(s)?

• Timescale for SKA-1 is maybe 5-7 years from now (say 2018-2020).
• The SKA-1 budget is 350M€ so expect 35M/yr for ops.
• It is maybe feasible to just scale up current processing models 

(CASA,AIPS,whatever) to 2020 for the dish array. Not elegant but possible. 
Improvements in massively parallel efficient processing should be possible. 
Paradigm shift not needed until Phase 2?

• SKA Memo 130 estimates 300GB/s, ~400Tflop needed and 1 ExaByte
archive, will be mostly a cost issue at science operation inception.

• OK, what about those aperture arrays? See Sanjay’s talk about low 
frequency issues. Data rates post-correlation ~10x higher still.

• SKA Memo 130 estimates ~3TB/s, ~4ExFlop, 1 ExByte archive. This is 
where the main SW emphasis will be, build on LOFAR, HERA, LWA…
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Talking points and food for thought 



Risk vs. Effort?

• Assuming we do not join SKA as a real (funded) partner, then we will 
probably aim at development targets that benefit us and US collaborations.

• Dish Array: need to address if we promote a NAA approach for a Super 
VL(B)A to A2020. NRAO should be leading developments in this area. 
Note that time-domain with VLA already pushing boundaries here!

• Aperture Array: will need to be addressed for HERA-2 build on from 
MWA and PAPER. Also LWA is ramping up with a 104 element array being 
built at OVRO (equiv. to SKA-1 station, few km baselines). NRAO is 
partner in PAPER, and has collaborations with MWA,LOFAR. NRAO 
should be co-leading (w/community) developments in this area.

• Modest Proposal: Software is now and ever more a main risk for future 
projects, and we should have a “Software Development Lab” (equivalent to 
CDL) to research in these areas if we want to stay a vital.
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Do we want to be a player in 2020+?



Risk vs. Effort

• Some key future software development projects needing effort:
– Fast (near real time) dynamic imaging. Now possible for the VLA, will 

be important for following up Advanced LIGO electromagnetic 
counterparts and other cool new science (exo-mega-Jupiters?). 
Collaborations already underway with LWA, Caltech, etc.

– Integrated Semi-Autonomous Acquisition and Processing Systems. All 
big future arrays will have extensive embedded computing, high 
throughput data paths, and extensive autonomous quality control (and 
error handling). We can make an impact here.

– Ultra-wide-field Imaging. Essential at low frequencies (HERA,LWA) and 
becoming important for next-gen VLA surveys. MWA, PAPER, and LWA 
already expressed interest in having NRAO collaborate (meeting this 
summer). To really collaborate will need new effort on our part.

– The CASA angle: key people, seed technologies, “casapy” platform.
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OK, so lets play. Effort = 2+ FTE. Risk=Irrelevancy

Discuss
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